
Good Measure 
Imagine traveling back in time to to a place where handlebar mustaches, funky modern era 
cocktails, and dimly lit wild 80’s vibes all existed at once. A forgotten time, lost among all the 
chaos of terrible pop music, screaming Bravo housewives, and strictly measured pours. This 
lost era in time, well.. let’s just call it, “Good Measure”.  With it’s bright neon sign lighting up the 
streets as the Chicago sun goes down.  As the centuries old measuring tool, “the jigger” 
bounces back and forth beckoning in cold, tired, wild eyed, thirsty, Chicagoans from the street. 
Good Measure stands alone as the nicest and maybe only true dive bar in River North. 
 

 
 
This is not a fake River North $22 cocktail dive bar. No my friends, this is a true people’s 
watering hole. Serving up nightly $3 Hamms, $4 Domestics, and an outstanding $11 draft Toki 
HIghball. Good Measure reminds us of a time when pours were heavy, bars were poorly lit, and 
our wallets were a bit thicker at the end of the night. I know what you’re thinking... This is too 
good to be true... There must be something wrong with it... Maybe the food? You’re wrong, and 
it’s sinful you even brought it up. With constantly changing and incredibly unique menu items, 
the food at Good Measure is what bar food is supposed to be. Polish’s, Rarebit, Hand Cut Fries, 
and Burgers; with options to add for foie gras onions, burrata, farm eggs, or anything else on the 
damn menu. Yes, anything! They don’t care. They don’t take themselves too seriously, it’s all 
good and they know it. Oh, and they’re not afraid to get weird. Please Chicago can we get 
weird? If it’s two am on a Thursday and your drunk on Hamm’s and you’re not trying to get 
weird, then get out!  
 
 

 
 



Puff Beef Rinds 

 
 
A unique but refreshing take on Chicharrones, with an airy vibe and a hint of dill. You won’t get 
full on these bad boys but you’ll enjoy the taste as you figure out what you want to eat next. Oh, 
and if they sold that house hot sauce, I would gladly buy a bottle and save it to one day baptise 
my first born in. I’m Jewish by the way, it’s that good trust me! 
 
Truffled Polish 

 
In a city known for Polish’s how can one Polish hold its own? The answer is by being incredibly 
unique. Did I mention this place was unique? The Truffled Polish is a staple on the Good 
Measure menu. A deep fried polish, garnished with foie gras onions, and Dijon. Stop it and just 
take me to heart attack heaven. This polish will have Mike Ditka rolling over in his grave. I say 

 
 



will because he’s still alive and kicking, but one day he’ll roll over just to get another bite. It’s that 
good. 
&14Gm Burger 

 
Two thin double paties, good bun, cheese drip… The good kind of cheese drip, the kind that 
makes the “bow chica wow wow” music start playing in your mind. Accompanied with tomatoes, 
onions, lettuce, and aioli, I’m hungry! That’s a burger. Get it standard, or add foie gras onions 
(highly recommended), burrata, egg, beef puff rinds, duck livers, your girlfriend’s weave, or 
anything else you f*ckin want. It’s a solid 8/10 every night. Look, it’s not the greatest burger in 
the world but honestly I wish everyone would stop trying to make the greatest burger in the 
world. All you need, is consistency, love, and quality. That my friends makes a damn good 
burger and let me tell you, damn good is good enough for me any day of the week. 

 
 


